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Abstract. Doors are significant landmarks for indoor wayfinding and naviga-
tion to assist blind people accessing unfamiliar environments. Most camera-
based door detection algorithms are limited to familiar environments where 
doors demonstrate known and similar appearance features. In this paper, we 
present a robust image-based door detection algorithm based on doors’ general 
and stable features (edges and corners) instead of appearance features (color, 
texture, etc). A generic geometric door model is built to detect doors by com-
bining edges and corners. Furthermore, additional geometric information is em-
ployed to distinguish doors from other objects with similar size and shape (e.g. 
bookshelf, cabinet, etc). The robustness and generalizability of the proposed  
detection algorithm are evaluated against a challenging database of doors col-
lected from a variety of environments over a wide range of colors, textures, oc-
clusions, illuminations, scale, and views.  

1   Introduction 

Independent travel is well known to present significant challenges for individuals with 
severe vision impairment, thereby reducing quality of life and compromising safety. 
There have been many efforts to study blind navigation and wayfinding with the ulti-
mate goal of developing useful travel aids for blind people [5, 12], but very few have 
met with more than limited success. The most useful and accepted independent travel 
aids remain the Hoover white cane and the guide dog, both of which have been in use 
for many years. While GPS-guided electronic wayfinding aids show much promise in 
outdoor environments, there is still a lack of orientation and navigation aids to help 
people with severe vision impairment to independently find doors, rooms, elevators, 
stairs, bathrooms, and other building amenities in unfamiliar indoor environments.  

In this paper, we develop a computer vision-based door detection method for as-
sisting blind persons to access unfamiliar indoor environments. This method perhaps 
would be one module within a more complete computer-vision aid designed for blind 
persons that would mainly consist of a single camera and a computer. For example, 
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visual information would be captured via a miniature camera mounted on the head via 
a cap or sunglasses (Figure 1), while image processing and speech output would be 
provided by a computer (with speech output via headphones or mini-speakers and 
updated in real-time). Our detection results from a large dataset of indoor images 
including door images and non-door images demonstrate that the proposed method is 
robust and generic to the changes of scales, view points, and occlusions in different 
buildings. 

 

Fig. 1. Computer vision-based indoor navigation and wayfinding prototype system 

2   State-of-the-Art  

Door detection approaches have been developed for robot navigation. Some of these 
methods use laser range finders to establish range sensor models of the surrounding 
environment and to obtain the distance data to test door concavity [1, 7]. Stoeter et al. 
[13] employed sonar data to confirm or dismiss detection results from cameras. In [9], 
three cameras are employed to perform stereo vision for door detection. However, 
high-cost, high-power, and complexity in these systems make them inappropriate to 
work for visually impaired people. To reduce the cost and complexity of the device 
and its computational requirements, we use a single camera.  

There are a few existing door detection algorithms using monocular visual infor-
mation [3, 10, 11]. In [3] an AdaBoost classifier is trained to detect doors of similar 
appearance by combining the features of pairs of vertical lines, concavity, gap be-
tween the door and floor, color, texture, kick plate, and vanishing point. However, a 
perceptible gap below the floor and kick plate is not always present in different envi-
ronments. Munoz-Salinas et al. [10] developed a doorframe model-based door detec-
tor by using Hough Transform to extract the edge segments and a fuzzy system to 
analyze the relationship between the segments. However, their algorithm cannot diffe-
rentiate doors from large rectangular objects typically in indoor environments, such as 
bookshelves, cabinets, and cupboards. In [11], two classifiers were trained by using 
color and shape features. This algorithm was designed to detect the doors of the au-
thors’ office building, where all the doors have similar color. It would fail if the colors 
of the doors vary.  

To overcome the limitations described above, we develop an image-based door de-
tection algorithm by establishing a general geometric door model that utilizes the 
general and stable features of doors (i.e. edges and corners) without a training  
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process. Furthermore, integrated with geometric information of lateral at similar hori-
zontal coordinate, the proposed algorithm is able to distinguish doors from other ob-
jects with door-like shape and size. The detection results demonstrate that our door 
detection method is generic and robust to different environments with variations of 
color, texture, occlusions, illumination, scales, and viewpoints. 

3   Methodology for Door Detection  

3.1   Geometric Door Model 

The ideal geometric model of a door consists of four 90� corners and four lines of the 
doorframe. However, due to perspective and occlusion, only part of a door is often 
captured by a wearable camera, and the corners may depart significantly from 90°. 
Figure 2 illustrates ideal and more realistic geometric door models including those 
under ideal conditions (a), and conditions with occlusion and perspective effects (b and 
c). Each geometric model includes four corners (red square) and four lines (red lines).  

Our algorithm makes weak assumptions about doors in an image: 1) At least two 
corners of each doorframe are visible; 2) both vertical lines of each doorframe are 
visible; 3) vertical lines of doorframes are nearly perpendicular to the horizontal axis 
of the image; 4) doors in the image have at least a certain width and length. These 
requirements are very likely to met in most wearable camera images when a door is 
present in the field of view, and help make our door detection method more robust to 
variations of color, texture, occlusion, and door status (open or close). For example, 
the color of a door can be similar or different from that of a wall. The surface of a 
door can be with or without texture. The material of a door can be wood, metal, or 
glass. The status of a door can be closed or fully opened. The upper or lower part of a 
door can be occluded.  

 

Fig. 2. The proposed geometric door model: (a) The ideal condition without occlusion or pers-
pective effects. (b) The condition with lower part occluded and perspective effects. (c) The 
condition with upper part occluded and perspective effects. 

3.2   Edges and Corners Detection 

Edges and corners in images are relatively stable features to identify and are resistant 
to variations of scales, colors, viewpoints, and light changes. In order to develop a 
robust door detector to handle different environments, we combine both edge and 
corner features to characterize the geometric door shape model. In our system, we 
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first apply Gaussian smoothing to reduce image noise. The smoothing process also 
eliminates the unnecessary corners for door detection. Then we extract edges through 
Canny edge detection [2] and create a binary edge map. Then corners are extracted 
through the edge map based on global and local curvature properties by the corner 
detector proposed by He and Yung [6]. Since the endpoint of an open contour is also 
considered as a corner by this method, four corners of a doorframe can be extracted 
by this corner detector regardless of occlusion (Figure 2(b, c)).  

 =   
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As shown in Figure 2(a), C1, C2, C3, and C4 are four corners with coordinate of (xi, yi). 
L12 is the line connecting C1 and C2, similarly for L23, L34, and L41. Suppose the length 
of the diagonal of an image is DI. The ratio between the length of Lij and DI is meas-
ured by the variable Sizij. The direction of Lij corresponding to the horizontal axis of 
an image is measured by the variable Dirij. Sizij and Dirij are defined in equation (1) 
and (2), respectively. Then, we use the geometric relationship of any four corners to 
establish door-corner candidates which satisfy the following rules: 

1. A door in an image at least has a certain width and height. So, Siz12 and Siz34 

should be within a certain range:  
HeightThresL < Siz12, Siz34 < HeightThresH 
WidthThresL < Siz23, Siz41 < WidthThresH 

2. Due to perspective deformation, L23 and L41 could form a certain angle with the 
horizontal axis. But, Dir23 and Dir41 should not be too large:  

Dir23, Dir41 <DirectionThresL 
3. Vertical lines of a door frame are almost perpendicular to the horizontal axis of 
the image. So, Dir12 and Dir34 should be large enough:  

Dir12, Dir34 > DirectionThresH 
4. Vertical lines of a door frame should parallel with each other:  

|Dir12-Dir34| < ParallelThres 
5. The ratio between height and width of a door frame should be within a range:   

   HWThresL< (Siz12+Siz34) / (Siz23+Siz41) < HWThresH 

3.3   Door Model Matching by Combination of Edges and Corners 

Door-corner candidates represent possible geometric models. The next step is to de-
termine whether a door-corner candidate matches to a real door frame by combining 
the edge information. Most existing door systems employ Hough transforms [8] to 
detect straight lines. However, practical experiments demonstrate several disadvan-
tages of this approach, such as missing start and end points, sensitivity to parameters, 
and unwanted merging or splitting of lines. A novel aspect of our algorithm is its use 
of the edge image as the reference map to match with the door-corner candidates, 
rather than directly detecting the lines. The proposed matching process can provide 
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the information of start and end points. Besides, it is insensitive to the broken seg-
ments caused by small gaps. The concept of “fill-ratio” is the foundation for the 
matching process. In Figure 3(a), Ci and Cj are two corners. The gray area is a region 
formed by masks expanding from the straight line connecting Ci and Cj. In our algo-
rithm implementation, the mask is a 7×7 window. The black line is the detected edge. 
The edge pixels in the gray region constitute the overlapping line. The “fill-ratio” of 
corner Ci and Cj in the edge map is defined as: 

where Lengthij is the length of Lij, the straight line connecting corner Ci and Cj. Over-
Lapij is the length of the overlapping line.  

 

Fig. 3. Definition of “fill-ratio” for matching edges with two corners of a door-corner candi-
date. Ci and Cj: detected corners; black line: detected edges; gray area: matching mask; (a) an 
example with matching edge pixels FRij = 0.96; (b) an example without enough matching edge 
pixels FRij = 0.54. 

The “fill-ratio” of two corners can also be understood as a measurement of the 
deviation between the straight line connecting the two corners and the reference edge. 
We first calculate four “fill-ratio” values: FR12, FR23, FR34, and FR41 of each door-corner 
candidate. If the four “fill-ratio” values are larger than a threshold FRThresL and the 
average value of the four “fill-ratio” values is larger than FRThresH, then the door-
corner candidate is determined to correspond to a real door in the image. To handle 
occlusions, the “fill-ratio” values of two corners that are both formed by two endpoints 
of open contours (see Figure 2(b, c)) are set to FRThresH. Sometimes, more than one 
door-corner candidate surrounding with a door frame matches with the edge map. In 
fact, they all represent the same door frame. So, if the overlapped area of two detected 
doors is large enough, the two detected doors would be merged as one door.  

3.4   Distinguishing Doors from Large Convex Objects 

Depth information is a significant reference for indoor object recognition. However, a 
single camera cannot provide depth information. Existing monocular camera-based 
door detection methods cannot differentiate doors from large object objects with  

 =  (3) 
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door-like shape and size, such as bookshelves and cabinets. Although the use of a laser 
range finder, sonar, or binocular/trinocular camera can solve this problem, it suffers 
high-cost and high-complexity of the detecting system, which is unsuitable for the 
wearable indoor navigation aid we envision. Here we propose a novel and simple algo-
rithm by combining lateral information of the detected door to obtain the relative depth 
information, which would be further used to distinguish doors from other door-like 
objects. As shown in Figure 4, the concave and convex objects demonstrate the laterals 
in different positions with respect to the frame. In Figure 4(a), the elevator door, a 
concave object relative to the wall, demonstrates its lateral (C1-C2-C5-C6) located in-
side of the frame’s (C1-C2). In Figure 4(b), the bookshelf, a convex object relative to 
the wall, demonstrates its lateral (C4-C3-C5-C6) located outside and adjacent to the 
frame (C3-C4). The observation is true under different perspective scenarios. Such 
differences are used to infer the relative depth information of an indoor object to dis-
tinguish doors from other door-like objects (e.g. bookshelves, cabinets, etc.)  

 

Fig. 4. Laterals of concave and convex objects. (a) A concave object demonstrate its lateral (C1-
C2-C5-C6) located inside of the frame. (b) A convex object demonstrates its lateral (C4-C3-C5-
C6) located outside the frame. 

4   Experimental Results 

To validate the robustness and generalizability of our method, we collected a database 
which contains 203 images of 210 doors from a wide variety of environments. The 
database includes doors with different colors and texture, elevators, open doors, glass 
doors, bookshelves, and doors captured with different viewpoints, light changes, and 
occlusions. Furthermore, based on the complexity of backgrounds, intensity of defor-
mation and occlusion, as well as the changes of illuminations and scale, we categorize 
the doors into three groups: Simple, Medium, and Complex. The resolution of images 
used in our experiments is 320×240. The proposed algorithm achieves accuracy at 
detection rate of 91.9% with a false positive detection rate of 2.9%. The detail true 
positive detection results for each category are presented in Table 1. Figure 5 shows 
some examples of the detected doors from different environments. The first row 
shows the “Simple” examples with simple background. However, it includes a wide 
variety of conditions of different illuminations and occlusions. The second row shows 
the “Medium” examples with somewhat more complicated background. In some cas-
es, there are multiple doors in a single image. The third row illustrates the “Complex” 
examples with very complex background. This category also includes glass doors and 
open doors.  
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Table 1. Door detection results for groups of “Simple”, “Medium”, and “Complex” 

Data 
Category 

Number of 
Images 

Number of 
Doors 

True Positive 
Rate 

False Positive 
Rate 

Simple 58 58 98.3% 1.7% 
Medium 91 94 91.5% 1.1% 
Complex 50 58 86.2% 6.9% 

Total 203 210 91.9% 2.9% 
 

 

Fig. 5. Examples of successfully detected doors in different environments. The first row shows 
the “Simple” examples with simple background but include illumination variations and occlu-
sions. The second row shows the “Medium” examples with more complicated background. The 
third row illustrates the “Complex” examples with very complex background include glass 
doors and open doors. 

5   Conclusion and Future Work 

Our goal is to develop a computer vision-based door detection algorithm for naviga-
tion and wayfinding to help blind persons independently access unfamiliar indoor 
environments. In this paper we have proposed a geometric door model that contains 
only lines and corners of a doorframe. Unlike existing algorithms using the Hough 
Transform, we develop a new matching method which combines corners and edges. 
Since our method does not depend on color and other appearance features, it is very 
robust and can detect doors in unfamiliar environments with variations of color, tex-
ture, occlusions, illumination, scales, and viewpoints. This research has the following 
significant impact: (1) It significantly enriches the study of indoor object detection 
and leads to significant improvements over existing methods; (2) It provides new 
strategies and technologies for blind and visually impaired persons to access unfami-
liar indoor environments; and (3) It can potentially benefit many other important areas 
including scene understanding, robot navigation, autonomous systems, etc. 
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Our future work will focus on detecting and recognizing more types of indoor ob-
jects and incorporating context information to improve indoor wayfinding for blind 
people. We will also address the significant human interface issues including auditory 
displays and spatial updating of object location, orientation, and distance. With real-
time updates, blind users will be able to better use spatial memory to understand the 
surrounding environment. 
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